
Fabric Bowl by Nancy Roelfsema 

On-Point TV and Quilting with Nancy 

    

 

Supplies: 

Bosal Heat-Moldable Stabilizer 

 

- Fabric scraps big enough for the leaves and petals on your chosen design 
- Fabric piece that is 12 ½” 12 ½” for backing – I recommend a fabric that matches that 

has a small busy print so that the stitches will not show on the fabric. 
- 505 Basting spray 
- Thread – contract or that will show, you decide 
- Bobbin thread that matches the backing, I recommend Superior Bottom Line Thread 
- Top Stitch Needed Size 90 
- Iron or heat gun for shaping 



Optional: 

- Decorative heavy thread for couching down 
- Acrylics paint – color of your chose to paint the edges 

 

INSTRUCTIONS: 

 Cut a 12 ½” x 12 ½” square of the Heat-Moldable Stabilizer 

 NOTE – the stabilizer comes out very hard and folded.  You can heat the product to 
soften the folds and iron it flat before cutting. 

 Using the templates cut out your chosen fabrics for the bowl design. 
 Cut a 12 ½” x 12 ½” square of your backing fabric. 
 Spray 505 basing spray onto the back of your leaf/petal fabrics and lay them down into 

your design on the Heat-Moldable square 
 Spray 505 onto the backing and apply to the back of the Heat-Moldable square. 
 Using a zig zag stitch on your machine with the Top Stitch needle sew all the fabric 

edges of the leaf/petal fabrics. 
 With very sharp scissors cut out the finished stitch design because VERY CAREFUL to not 

cut the zig zag stitches on the edges. 
 You may add the heavy decorative thread couching with the zig zag stitch to create 

designs on the leaves and around the edge of the design. 
 If you do not add the decorative threads to the edges of the design you can use acrylic 

paint to paint the edges. 
 Heat the piece and shape as desired. 

  



 



 



 



 



 



 



 


